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HERITAGE AUCTIONS
TREASURES OF THE SILENT
SCREEN
MOVIE POSTERS SIGNATURE
AUCTION JULY 15-16
Heritage Auctions will present
its Treasures of the Silent Screen
Movie Posters Signature® Auction on
July 15-16.

July 15, 2022

eMovieposter.com’s August
Major Auction Begins July 17th
eMovieposter.com’s August Major
Auction begins VERY SOON, on July
17th, and is FILLED with great items
of all kinds!

This largest ever auction dedicated to
silent-era posters
features the extensive
collection of Dwight
Manley. Manley's
collection is widely
recognized as the
premier assemblage of
silent film posters — a
trove that includes the
largest selection of
silent Westerns — in
the world, a trove of
roughly 2,300, more
than 550 of which will
be included in this exceptional event.

OUR NEW ONLINE
PUBLICATION:

NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE
HISTORY AND NSS NUMBER
LOGS
IS NOW ONLINE AND
AVAILABLE IN THE LAMP
MEMBER’S SECTION

UPCOMING EVENTS/DEADLINES
Jul 15-16

Heritage Treasures of the Silent Screen Movie Posters Signature
Auction

Jul 15

Special Opening of Movie-Ink Sick Smell of Success Rebels Rousers
& Poseurs Poster Exhibit

Jul 17

eMoviePoster.com’s August Major Auction begins

Aug 3-10

Movie Poster Archives Lagniappe Auction

Sep 14-15

Propstore Cinema Poster Live Auction

Oct. 9

eMovieposter.com’s 23rd Annual Halloween Auction

Nov. 19-20

Heritage Auctions Movie Posters Signature® Auction

LAMP’s LAMP POST Film Accessory Newsletter features
industry news as well as product and services provided by
Sponsors and Dealers of Learn About Movie Posters and
the Movie Poster Data Base. To learn more about
becoming a LAMP sponsor, click HERE! Add your name to
our Newsletter Mailing List HERE!
Visit the LAMP POST Archive to see early editions from
2001-PRESENT. The link can be found on the home page
nav bar under “General” or click HERE.

The LAMPPOST is a publication of
LearnAboutMoviePosters.com
Telephone: (504) 298-LAMP
email:
edp@LearnAboutMoviePosters.com
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Auction Featuring Hundreds of
Cinema's Most Stunning Silent Movie
Posters Roars at Heritage Auctions
July 15-16 event also includes only the second Academy Award
ever awarded for Best Cinematography
Dwight Manley likes to collect originals,
things that were among the first made,
and items that are unique. Nowhere is
that seen more vividly — not to mention
boldly and colorfully — than in his
collection of silent film posters that will
find new homes when they are sold in
Heritage Auctions' Treasures of the
Silent Screen Movie Posters
Signature® Auction July 15-16 — the
largest ever dedicated to silent-era
posters.
Manley's collection is widely recognized
as the premier assemblage of silent film
posters — a trove that includes the
largest selection of silent Westerns — in
the world, a trove of roughly 2,300, more
than 550 of which will be included in this
exceptional event. Manley said he is
parting with the collection because much
of it has been stored away, instead of
displayed appropriately for others to
enjoy. A significant portion of the
remaining collection will be donated to
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences.
"It's a crime that much of this collection
has been stored away, where others who
love film history were unable to enjoy it,"
Manley said. "Movie posters weren't
created to be kept. They were created to
promote films, and maybe get reused,
but ultimately to be discarded. But when
you look at some of the pieces in this
sale, especially the stone lithograph
posters, these are undeniable works of
art that should be enjoyed."
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"This is the best collection of silent film posters ever compiled," Heritage Auctions Movie Posters
Associate Director Zach Pogemiller says. "You have to remember, not too many people focused on
that specific era. In addition, movie posters were not made to be collected. They were meant to
promote films and eventually be thrown away or destroyed, so there weren't many made, and most
of those that were made were not kept.
"On top of that, the period most people think of as the 'silent film era' ran from about 1911-29 —
meaning some of the posters in this collection are over 100 years old. They're basically antique
paper, and again, if they were kept at all, they often weren't stored very carefully, so the fact that they
still exist at all is remarkable."
So few examples the posters in the sale survived that Manley estimates that about half of the lots are
unique, without a replica to be had anywhere in the world. That rarity, he said, makes it difficult to
part with many of them.
"In a way, they are like children, because they're unique — a lot of them in this auction are unique,"
Manley says. "When you look at them, you often have an emotional connection to when you found
them."
Manley could remember years of such emotional connections during this sale, which includes the
two first posters in his collection: a King Kong (RKO, R-1938) One Sheet — notable because it is the
only poster in which Kong carries Fay Wray in his hand — and a Three Sheet from The New
Frontier (Republic, 1935), starring John Wayne.
The auction is chock-full of stunning posters, among them what is believed to be one of just two
copies of a One Sheet from The Grim Game (Paramount, 1919) that is being offered by Heritage
Auctions for the first time. The thriller starred Harry Houdini in his first feature film (a year earlier he
had appeared in a serial), and poster material of any kind from any of the five Houdini movies is
extremely rare; any showing him performing magic are even more scarce. The poster features
Houdini in the midst of the feat for which he is remembered best: escaping from a straitjacket.
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The auction includes more than 50 lots featuring Charlie
Chaplin, arguably the biggest star of the silent-film era. Among
the highlights are:
• A The Kid (First National, 1921) One Sheet Standing Style:
According to the previous owner, actor Jack Larson, this was
Chaplin's personal copy of this spectacular poster and is being
offered by Heritage Auctions for the first time.
• From Chaplin's second film and one of the first films to
approach war from a humorous perspective, a Three Sheet
from Shoulder Arms (First National, 1918): Likely the only
surviving example, it is offered by Heritage Auctions for the first
time in nearly five years.
• From Chaplin's first full-length feature film — in which he
wrote, produced, directed, edited and starred — an "Embrace
Style" One Sheet from The Kid (First National, 1921), offered by
Heritage Auctions for the first time.
• A One Sheet from A Dog's Life (First National, 1918): Was
purchased in 1990 by director Richard Attenborough while in
the initial stages of his movie biography of Chaplin.
Also offered are a pair of Disney rarities (offered in separate lots): an Alice Gets in Dutch (Winkler,
1924) One Sheet and a one sheet from Alice the Lumberjack (Margaret J. Winkler, 1926). The Alice
the Lumberjack poster includes a character that evokes the idea of "Mickey Mouse before there was
a Mickey Mouse. In addition, the film's producer was Joseph Kennedy — father of John and Robert
Kennedy.
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The first film with sound was The Jazz Singer, which is represented in the sale by a massive (19 feet
5 inches) 24 sheet.

One impressive lot in the Silent Screen Movie Posters auction is
not a poster at all: Manley's collection includes a White Shadows
in the South Seas (MGM, 1928) Academy Award Statuette. The
historically very important: of the roughly 3,700 Oscars that have
been handed out, only 15 — including the one offered here —
have been awarded for silent films. "This was the first Oscar for a
silent film ever offered at auction," Manley says, "and considering
the fact that this was awarded during the first year of movies with
sound, it very well also could be the last for a silent film that
reaches auction.
Highlights from the auction can be viewed through July 1 at
Heritage Auctions' New York office (445 Park Ave., New York,
New York 10022) and from June 29-July 8 at Heritage's Beverly
Hills office (9478 West Olympic Blvd., 1st Floor, Beverly Hills,
California, 90212). Highlights also can be viewed by appointment
at Heritage Auctions' headquarters, at 2801 W. Airport Freeway,
Dallas, Texas 75261, Images and information about all 556 lots in
the sale can be found at HA.com/7276.
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Our August Major Auction begins VERY SOON, on
July 17th, and is FILLED with great items of all kinds
For those of you who just can't wait the short time until this goes "live" on the 17th, go
to https://www.emovieposter.com/learnmore/?page=consign_major to see
LOTS of preview items and below is a chart of all the types of items in this very special
auction (and what kind of tube or box they ship in):
ALL OF THE FOLLOWING MUST BE SENT ALONE IN A BOX FOR THE ACTUAL
COST OF SHIPPING (plus $4 per box or tube)
2s0001 SPARTACUS premiere party glass
2s0002 MAE WEST personally owned showgirl hat
2s0003 ANDY WARHOL signed framed party invitation
ALL OF THE FOLLOWING SHIP IN VERY OVERSIZED FLAT PACKAGES FOR THE
ACTUAL COST OF SHIPPING (plus $4 per box or tube)
2s0004 MAD DOG COLL Martinati original art
2s0005-2s0008 SUPERMAN newspaper comic page
2s0009-2s0016 24-sheet, 6-sheet, animation cel
2s0017-2s0021 standee, 16x20 still set, concert poster, Jumbo WC
2s0022-2s0035 paperbacked half-sheet
2s0036-2s0037 very large pressbook
2s0112-2s0122 paperbacked insert
ALL OF THE FOLLOWING SHIP IN OVERSIZED FLAT PACKAGES FOR THE
ACTUAL COST OF SHIPPING (plus $4 per box or tube)
2s0038-2s0072 large pressbook
2s0073-2s0092 campaign book, program book, German art book
2s0093-2s0111 window card, jumbo LC, folded silent 3-sheet, Italian special
ALL OF THE FOLLOWING SHIP IN OVERSIZED LONG TUBES FOR THE ACTUAL
COST OF SHIPPING (plus $4 per box or tube)
2s0123-2s0126 YOU ONLY LIVE TWICE subway, BLADE RUNNER 40x60,
GODFATHER half subway
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ALL OF THE FOLLOWING SHIP IN STANDARD FLAT PACKAGES FOR THE
ACTUAL COST OF SHIPPING (plus $4 per box or tube)
2s0127-2s0142 HAPPY DAYS TV script signed by 21, presskit, MARILYN MONROE
11x14, mini WC
2s0143-2s0148 folded Italian, Austrian, Russian still, Japanese LC, Australian 3-sheet
2s0149-2s0155 folded Australian daybill, Japanese lenticular postcard
2s0156-2s0168 folded one-sheet
2s0169-2s0263 Title Lobby Card, Scene Lobby Card, LC set
2s0264-2s0431 8x10 camera original negative, 8x10 studio negative
ALL OF THE FOLLOWING SHIP IN STANDARD TUBES FOR THE ACTUAL COST OF
SHIPPING (plus $4 per box or tube)
2s0432-2s0437 incredible DISNEYLAND and WALT DISNEY WORLD posters for
employees only!
2s0438-2s0450 paperbacked one-sheet, other paperbacked
2s0451-2s0471 insert, half-sheet
2s0472-2s0478 rolled one-sheet
2s0479-2s0487 art print, special, commercial, 30x40
2s0488-2s0508 war, non-U.S. from many countries
ALL OF THE FOLLOWING ARE LINENBACKED AND SHIP IN OVERSIZED LONG
TUBES FOR THE ACTUAL COST OF SHIPPING (plus $4 per box or tube)
2s0509-2s0561 six-sheet, 40x60, non-U.S. from many countries
2s0562-2s0580 three-sheet, special, advertising, commercial, war special
ALL OF THE FOLLOWING ARE LINENBACKED AND SHIP IN STANDARD TUBES
FOR THE ACTUAL COST OF SHIPPING (plus $4 per box or tube)
2s0581-2s0612 non-movie poster
2s0613-2s0656 war, travel
2s0657-2s0775 non-U.S. from many countries
2s0776-2s0830 30x40, insert, half-sheet
2s0831-2s0924 Australian daybill
2s0925-2s1269 one-sheet
And of course, ALL of the below items (and all of the items in this August Major Auction) will
truly start at $1, with NO buyers premiums, and NO reserves!
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Our August Major Auction begins VERY SOON, on
July 17th, and is FILLED with great items of all kinds
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Why think about Halloween NOW,
when it is several months away?
Why NOT! We have held 22 very successful Annual Halloween Auctions,
and we want to make the upcoming one our very best EVER, and we figure
the best way to do that is to start promoting it now, and to keep promoting
for the next months! That way, we will not only reach the most potential
consignors, but also all poster and lobby card collectors everywhere will have
seen our promotional ads, and none of them will miss the auction!
So if YOU have horror/sci-fi material you'll wanting to send now for this
auction in October, please send it right away. Because we always take the
first example of each item we receive, you will guarantee your items WILL
be in the auction by sending them now, and EVERY Halloween auction we
get lots of titles sent more than once, and I hate having to tell people they
"waited too long"!
IMPORTANT! We were also consigned the MOST amazing collection of 1950s
horror/sci-fi lobby cards, including complete sets on just about EVERY modern
sci-fi title starting in 1950, and almost all in great unrestored condition!
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NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE
ONLINE PUBLICATION
FOR LAMP MEMBERS
It goes without saying that the National
Screen Service had a direct and positive
impact on the film industry, particularly in its
growth years from the 1920’s to the 1960’s.
But their contribution did not stop there. The
work logs that NSS created, albeit designed
for their business purposes, left an undeniable
historical blueprint of the film industry in the
United States. These records provide an
invaluable resource for film and memorabilia
collectors, dealers, historians and archivists.
Unfortunately, very little information remains
of the details of their rise, fall and interworkings.
Fortunately for the hobby, we are very old
and over the decades actually interviewed
many associated NSS employees including
their president.
We also acquired their very first computerized
Master List created in 1962 AND their final
Master List created in 1999 before sale to
Technicolor in 2000.

Now Available online to LAMP Members and Sponsors – the most
comprehensive coverage of National Screen Service ever written.
Here is some of the information in this 380 page book:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete History of the Rise and Fall including contract dates, etc.
Information on the Canadian and UK branches
Early number experiments
Trailer and speciality codes
Specialty sequence numbering
Oddities and control logs
Over 20,000 NSS numbers compiled from their 1962 Master List and their 1999 final list

This book may be released to the market, but for now only in our Member Section
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JASON RINGENBERG opens expo
REBELS ROUSERS & POSEURS
July 15th

Fans of SICK SMELL OF SUCCESS: we have an exciting opening for our next exhibit,
July 15th. Yes JASON RINGENBERG, the Godfather of Americana himself, will play an
in-house gig as guest of honor at the opening of REBELS, ROUSERS & POSEURS. An
exhibit with movie posters exuding free honky tonk spirit and self-confident nous. It’s
the art of standing tall!
Invitation / RSVP only!
Now here’s the thing. We are very lucky that Jason agreed to come to our little place,
still the SICK SMELL OF SUCCESS is a little place. We only can harbor a few of your
lost souls, so if you want to join us, you’ll have to get on our waiting list. One week
from the actual date we will inform you if you are one of the chosen few. We will also
tell the actual time slot of the gig.
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How to get on the list?
Email us: wim@movie-ink.com. Are there any criteria to be chosen? Not really, but it
helps if you are a) a friend of the gallery b) can show us proof of buying Jason’s latest
record c) are prepared to offer us a little sponsoring, however large.
Merch
Jason takes some merchandise with him, so you can always buy good stuff on the spot.
I’ve asked characharaboy to design a 1ce-in-a-lifetime T-shirt.

3-step Plan
Now here’s our 3-step plan to enhance your chances and attend the ONLY TIME Jason
plays Amsterdam in 2022:
1- go to www.jasonringenberg.com and order a copy of STAND TALL! or RHINESTONED
2- contact me: wim@movie-ink.com and tell me you need to get in
3- like and love the heck out of MOVIE INK. AMSTERDAM on Twitter, Instagram and
Facebook. No matter whether the post is about a sold poster, a new column or indeed
the Freek van de Week.
GOOD LUCK! HOPE TO SEE YOU IN THE SICK SMELL OF SUCCESS
A few examples of poster art you can expect.

~~~~~~~
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Last Chance To
Sell With Propstore

Have you got something in your collection that you think could be a headline piece in
our November London Entertainment Memorabilia Live Auction, later this year? Our
final consignment deadline is July 25, 2022, so if you have film and television props,
costumes, scripts or artwork that you think could make a splash in our upcoming
auction, then get in contact now so you don't miss out.
With over 20 years of experience, we reach a global audience of entertainment
collectors and investors. We offer a free appraisal and valuation service for those
looking to sell with us, with cash advances available on a case-by-case basis.
If you are interested in becoming a part of our next London live auction, make sure
you reach out to our Director of Consignments Tim Lawes (tim@propstore.com) as
soon as possible or click the button below to fill out a form and a member of our
consignment team will be in touch.
Let us help you get the most for your entertainment memorabilia.
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POSTER OF
THE MONTH
Our poster of the month July: Original German 2019 rerun poster for the restored 4K
version of LEON DER PROFI (1994, Luc Besson), the French crime action hitman New York
thriller, starring Jean Reno, Gary Oldman and Natalie Portman for her second film role.
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NEW ADDITIONS TO WEBSITE

REVENGE OF THE JEDI (1982) – ORIGINAL ONE
SHEET MOVIE POSTER
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PSYCHO (1960) – ORIGINAL ONE
SHEET MOVIE POSTER

THEM (1954) – ORIGINAL ONE SHEET
MOVIE POSTER

THE BRIDE WALKS OUT (1936) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET MOVIE POSTER

KING OF BURLESQUE (1935) – ORIGINAL
ONE SHEET MOVIE POSTER
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THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK (1980) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET MOVIE POSTER

STAR WARS (1977) – ORIGINAL ONE
SHEET MOVIE POSTER

RETURN OF THE JEDI (1983)
– ORIGINAL ONE SHEET
MOVIE POSTER

FLIGHT TO MARS (1951) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET MOVIE
POSTER
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THE MUMMY (1959) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET MOVIE
POSTER

BELOW THE BORDER
(1942) – ORIGINAL ONE
SHEET MOVIE POSTER

THE BRIDGE ON THE
RIVER KWAI (1958) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET
MOVIE POSTER

LABYRINTH (1986) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET
MOVIE POSTER

BATTLE IN OUTER SPACE
(1960) – ORIGINAL ONE
SHEET MOVIE POSTER

HARRY POTTER AND THE
PHILOSOPHER’S STONE
(2001) – ORIGINAL
ADVANCE ALTERNATE
TITLE ONE SHEET MOVIE
POSTER

THE GREEN HORNET
(1974) – ORIGINAL ONE
SHEET MOVIE POSTER

SORROWFUL JONES
(1949) – ORIGINAL ONE
SHEET MOVIE POSTER

THERE’S NO BUSINESS
LIKE SHOW BUSINESS
(1954) – ORIGINAL ONE
SHEET MOVIE POSTER

FLASH GORDON (1980)
– ORIGINAL ONE
SHEET ADVANCE
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THE LOST PATROL
(R1949) – ORIGINAL ONE
SHEET MOVIE POSTER

SPY WHO LOVED ME
(1977) – ORIGINAL
JAMES BOND ONE
SHEET MOVIE POSTER

PRESCRIPTION FOR
ROMANCE (1937) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET
MOVIE POSTER

HALLOWEEN (1978) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET MOVIE
POSTER

LOLITA (1962) – ORIGINAL
ONE SHEET MOVIE POSTER

FLAMING FLAPPERS (1923) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET MOVIE
POSTER

ATTACK OF THE CRAB
MONSTERS / NOT OF THIS
EARTH (1957) – ORIGINAL
ONE SHEET MOVIE POSTER

THE BETRAYAL (1948) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET MOVIE
POSTER

BOOTS OF DESTINY (1937) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET MOVIE
POSTER
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FRIGHT NIGHT (1985) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET MOVIE
POSTER

CHEAPER BY THE DOZEN
(1950) – ORIGINAL ONE
SHEET MOVIE POSTER

TITANIC (1953) – ORIGINAL
ONE SHEET MOVIE POSTER

MIDNIGHT COWBOY (1969) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET MOVIE
POSTER
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LOVE AFFAIR (1939) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET
MOVIE POSTER

PICKUP ON SOUTH STREET
(1953) – ORIGINAL ONE
SHEET MOVIE POSTER

THE NUTTY PROFESSOR
(1962) – ORIGINAL ONE
SHEET MOVIE POSTER

ARILYN M(1963) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET
MOVIE POSTER

BELLE OF NEW YORK
(1952) – ORIGINAL ONE
SHEET MOVIE POSTER

GOLDFINGER (R1980)
– ORIGINAL ONE
SHEET MOVIE POSTER

GIDGET (1959) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET
MOVIE POSTER

SITTING PRETTY (1948)
– ORIGINAL ONE SHEET
MOVIE POSTER

CRIME BY NIGHT (1944) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET
MOVIE POSTER
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THE PRINCESS AND THE
PIRATE (1944) – ORIGINAL
ONE SHEET MOVIE POSTER

QUEEN BEE (1955) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET
MOVIE POSTER

WALL-E(2008) – ORIGINAL
INTERNATIONAL ONE
SHEET MOVIE POSTER

LADY AND THE TRAMP
(R1980) – ORIGINAL ONE
SHEET MOVIE POSTER

WINNIE THE POOH
(R1977) – ORIGINAL ONE
SHEET MOVIE POSTER

Our August Major Auction begins VERY SOON, on
July 17th, and is FILLED with great items of all kinds
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Our August Major Auction begins VERY SOON, on
July 17th, and is FILLED with great items of all kinds
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Cinema Poster Live Auction
Fall 2022
Sep 14 2022 - Sep 15 2022
Propstore is hosting one of Europe's largest
and most exciting two-day Cinema Poster Live
Auctions on 14th - 15th September 2022.
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Mauvais Genres Store
Mauvais Genres Store in Villeneuve-les-Avignon is taking up its summer quarters and will remain
open 7 days a week, every morning from 9:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. until the end of July! See you soon !
(Mauvais Genres, 6 Place Jean Jaurès, 30400 Villeneuve-les Avignon - www.mauvais-genres.com)

100 new posters! Fantastic entertainment, docs, and cinema at mauvais-genres.com .
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HOLLYWOOD POSTER
AUCTION UPDATE
NEXT AUCTION TO BE
HELD ON OCTOBER 2nd
AND HANDLED BY
PREMIER AUCTION
GALLERIES
MORE INFORMATION
WILL BE COMING IN THE
NEXT FEW WEEKS
.
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Rare TIFFANY'S, RUMBLE FISH, REVENGE OF THE JEDI, TOP
GUN, HARDER THEY COME + more

Dear Friends and Movie Lovers:
Hello from Hollywood.This month we've got the
sparkling, scarce French 1 Panel for BREAKFAST AT
TIFFANY'S along with 135 rarities and classics:
New Acquisitions
All BestMatthew McCarthy
Film/Art Gallery
The Saul Bass Archive
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Our mailing address is:
Film Art Gallery
6311 Romaine Street, suite 7106
Los Angeles, CA 90038
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MOVIEART.COM AT PINTEREST
https://www.pinterest.com/movieartaustin/pins/

MOVIEART.COM
THOUSANDS OF POSTERS
GOOD, RELIABLE SERVICE
WE SHIP CAREFULLY
STAY SAFE!
KIRBY McDANIEL
posters@movieart.com
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MovieArt Austin will sell NO
reproductions.
Kirby McDaniel
MovieArt.com
P.O. Box 4419
Austin TX USA
www.movieart.com
512 479 6680
FOLLOW MOVIEART
ON PINTEREST
https://www.pinterest.com/movieartaustin/pins/

FOLLOW MOVIEART
ON FACEBOOK
https://www.facebook.com/movieart.austin.texas/

FOLLOW MOVIEART
ON TWITTER
https://twitter.com/movieartaustin
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Our August Major Auction begins VERY SOON, on
July 17th, and is FILLED with great items of all kinds
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SPOTLIGHT ON OUR LAMP SPONSORS
LAMP is now in its 21st year online as an anchor and pioneer of research for the movie
poster industry. This is only due to the fantastic support that we have received over the
years from our wonderful sponsors.
We would like to present our sponsors and remind everyone that these auctions,
dealers and service providers are supporting our efforts to educate, encourage and
inform the movie poster community. We could not do it without them. They are
presented in the order that their sponsorship began, with emovieposter.com (Bruce
Hershenson) being our Founding Sponsor in 2001.
eMoviePoster.com
(2001)

dominiquebesson.com
(2002)

The World's Number One
Movie Poster Auction
House, for 31 years!

Vintage International Movie
Posters in located Paris,
France.

www.emovieposter.com

www.dominiquebesson.com/

Heritage Auctions
(2002)

Hollywood Poster
Frames (2002)

The nation's leading dealer in
authentic Hollywood Memorabilia,
historical autographs, vintage
signed photographs.

Picture frames for display of
posters, prints and artwork in
a quality frame at low cost.

https://movieposters.ha.com/

www.hollywoodposterframes.com/

MovieArt.ch (2002)

Movie Art (2002)

https://www.movieart.ch/?en/home/

https://www.movieart.com/

French Movie Poster
(2003)

Unshredded Nostalgia
(2003)

In the business for 30 years with
thousands of posters from the
60's to current titles.

Paper ephemera--photos, movie
and TV stills, news, etc. Shop in
Barnegut, NJ; eBay Store

https://www.ebay.com/str/
frenchmoviepostersshop

https://www.ebay.com/str/
jimeunshreddednostalgia

Vintage movie posters.
Authentic. Mail Order Only.
Since 1979. Austin Texas
USA.

The only shop in Switzerland
dedicated exclusively to the
art of film with over 10,000
posters online or in our gallery in the heart of Zurich.
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Film Art Gallery (2004)

Spotlight Displays
(2004)

Classic and rare film posters
from around the world, with an
emphasis on extraordinary
films and exceptional design.

Spotlight Displays was founded
2002 and has been selling movie
poster frames to home theater
enthusiasts, collectors etc.

http://www.filmartgallery.com/

http://www.SpotlightDisplays.com/

Cinema Retro (2006)

L'imagerie Gallery
(2006)

Magazine celebrating classic
and cult movies.

Original Vintage Movie
Posters, Vintage Rock Posters
1960's to Present, Custom Framing and Restoration.

www.CinemaRetro.com

http://www.limageriegallery.com/

Moviemem.com (2007)

Last Moving Picture Co
2009

Buy and sell rare vintage
original movie posters, lobby
cards and Australian daybills,
vintage movie memorabilia.

Thousands of vintage original
movie posters, lobby cards, and
stills.
https://www.ebay.com/str/
lastmovingpicturecompany

https://www.moviemem.com/

Illustraction Gallery
(2011)

Simon Dwyer (2011)
Genuine vintage movies dating
from the 1920s to the 1970s
brought from cinema hoardings
around the world to your front
door.

Vintage and rare posters from the
POP era. Online Art gallery celebrating the Artists behind the Art
of music, movies and comic book.

https://illustractiongallery.com/

http://www.simondwyer.com/

Limited Runs (2013)

Movie Poster Page
(2015)

Limited Runs is the place to
discover and buy the best
authentic vintage posters, art
prints & fine art photography.

Proudly serving the web since
December, 1994. Film
posters! Lobby Cards!
https://www.musicman.com/mp/mp.html

https://www.limitedruns.com/
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Movie Ink (2015)

Vintage Movie Poster
Auction Group (2015)

MOVIE INK. AMSTERDAM is
a gallery and archive
devoted to movie art,
especially posters and stills.

Alternative to auctioning movie
accessories on eBay. Strictly original movie theater accessories
(posters, lobbies, stills, press kits, etc.).

https://www.movie-ink.com/

https://www.facebook.com/groups/vmpag

Vintage Movie Posters
Forum (2015)

Movie Poster Archives
(2016)

The place for serious (and not so
serious) discussions by movie
poster collectors from all over the
world.

A 501(c)3 nonprofit dedication to
the preservation and study of
movie posters, stills, lobby cards
and other movie paper.

http://vintagemoviepostersforum.com/

https://www.movieposterarchives.org/

Picture Palace Movie Posters (2017)

Hollywood Posters
(2018)

Specializing in the art of the film poster, Picture Palace Movie
Posters only sells original vintage
movie film posters.

Hollywood Posters offers original
posters, advertising and artwork
amassed beginning as early as
the 1970s.

www.picturepalacemovieposters.com/

https://hollywoodposters.com/

Mauvais-Genres (2018)

Partners65 Vintage
Movie Posters (2018)

Online shop dedicated to Original Movie Posters and Rare Film
Collectibles, and a brick-andmortar store located in Provence,
South of France!

Selling original movie posters and
related memorabilia for the past
10 years.

https://www.mauvais-genres.com/en/

https://www.ebay.com/str/
partners65vintagemovieposters

Prop Store (2022)

LePoster.com (2022)

One of the worlds leading
vendors of TV and movie
props, costumes and
entertainment memorabilia.

More than 80 years active in the
movie business as independent
movie theater owners and movie
distributors. Now we are selling
parts of our collection.

https://propstore.com/

https://leposter.com/
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